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The question caught me by surprise:  “Why is it that when students come home after 
studying with all kinds of well-known teachers, they don't play as well as they did in high school 
when they studied with you?”  Talk about an unsettling query!   After all, I've groomed those very 
students for a higher level of study.  And yet, the question came from a highly respected church 
musician, a person who has built one of the most  successful music ministries in our community, so 
I knew it wasn't just an off-the-wall pleasantry.  I stumbled awkwardly with a trivial reply and went 
on my way, putting it out of my mind until recently, when someone else asked  the same question. 
  

And then there's another question that I hear frequently:  “What's the matter with organ 
recitals today?” which usually means,  “I thought I'd die of boredom before that organ recital was 
done.”   Now don't get me wrong:   I attend organ recitals -   lots of them.   As an organist, organ 
teacher, and overseer of a successful concert series, I like to know what's going on.  I've actually 
driven over 200 miles (one way!) to attend an organ recital.   But  my patience is often tested, and all 
too frequently I find myself disappointed by what I've heard, while at the same time relieved that the 
recitalist isn't one I elected to invite to my church.  The usually minuscule audience is a godsend:  at 
least if the numbers are small, there are fewer people who will vow to stay away from future organ 
recitals.

So on one hand there's the unexpected question about the way my students play, and on the 
other there's the pervasive question about dull organ recitals.   It all got me wondering:  is there a 
common thread between these two questions?   It was time to do a little thinking.

I do a lot of organ teaching:  at the present time  there are 25 students ranging in age from 
14 to 91.  There are dazzling high school students who think nothing of ripping through a Dupré 
prelude and fugue or a Vierne finale, and there are older “beginners” whose biggest challenge is 
getting most of the notes and rhythms right some of the time.  I'm not a specialist in any style of 
organ music, nor am I an authority on historic fingerings or the latest wave of “authentic” 
articulations.  I play an eclectic electro-pneumatic instrument that hardly reflects the latest thinking 
in organ design, and I wouldn't think of replacing it.  All this is hardly cutting-edge from an 
academic perspective, but nonetheless, I've actually had to institute a waiting list for students who 
want to study organ!

I also manage a recital series at my church in Utica, NY, a small upstate city which the 
economic upturn of the past decade has left behind.  The church is a large Ralph Adams Cram 
building from the time when Utica was mistakenly projected to be upstate's answer to New York 
City.  The congregation is dwindling and the future is uncertain.  And yet, over 500 people attended 



a recent organ recital.   A second program drew almost 300 and raised $2500 for our scholarship 
fund for young organists, which since its inception in 1998 has brought in over $25,000 in gifts!  
Conventional wisdom would say that something is wrong with this picture.  It's unheard of:  an 
overflow of organ students, great attendance at recitals, outstanding support for young organists, all 
in a city of 60,000 whose best days are long in the past.  How can this be?  

Let's talk about the teaching first.   Just what do I do that others don't?   If I were to guess, 
I'd say it's that I teach PASSION and not just music.   I'm a firm believer that if it's not exciting, 
vibrant, heart-felt, then it's not worth playing, and certainly not worth listening to.   I'm reminded of I 
Corinthians 13:  “If I speak in the tongues of men and of angels, but have not love, I am a noisy 
gong or a clanging cymbal.”  I want to rewrite this verse for organists:   “If  I play all the right 
notes and rhythms, use all the ancient articulations and fingerings,  but have not passion, I am but a 
pusher of keys.”   In short, I believe that passionate communication with an audience or a 
congregation is essential, that vitality in performance is absolutely imperative.  At a master class by 
a renowned Russian pianist, I watched her transform ordinary performances into extraordinary 
ones:  “Make some mistakes,” she'd thunder!   “Don't be so cautious.  GET INVOLVED!”  Her 
message was clear:  music making involves a lot more than knowing the “right” techniques.   I 
caught the eye of one of my students who had made the connection:  this is precisely what she'd 
been hearing from me for months.

I often use analogies with my students.  One my favorites is comparing music to a painting:  
one can look at a painting from six inches away and marvel at the artist's technique or one can stand 
back, take it all in, and be dazzled by the whole of what the artist created.   Both elements are 
important, but without the latter, one misses the point.  So with music:  one can concentrate so hard 
on achieving perfection in every last detail that the whole point is missed.   Who cares if one uses 
trendy articulations or scholarly fingerings if the playing is insufferably dull?  Do we want listeners 
to say “Oh, wasn't that an articulate performance?  It was so intelligent!” or do we want them to 
jump to their feet in a genuine ovation, moved to an emotional high that leaves them enthused and 
eager for more?   Of course, it's possible to have both, but more often than not, I've sensed that 
those who emphasize technique neglect passion, and in my opinion, no amount of technical 
accuracy and historical awareness will produce moving performance without similar attention to 
passion and emotion.

I've started listening more closely to former students who have moved on to college organ 
study at some of  America's most distingished schools, keeping in mind the question my colleague 
posed.  And you know, at times I think he may be  right!   I hear  highly polished technique and 
great attention to historic performance practice, but I hear dry and unmoving performances.  The 
passionate music-making that characterized high school days has disappeared!   Isn't anyone 
teaching it any more?   Where are the other voices in the wilderness who cry with me:  “No, 
technique by itself is NOT enough!”



I haven't even touched on another cornerstone of my teaching:  rhythm, rhythm, and rhythm!  
Yes, I insist on the use of a metronome!   And I clap, and I shout, and I do a lot of shoulder tapping, 
and I've even been known to use a set of maracas at an organ lesson.   Give me passionate playing 
coupled with strong rhythm, and I can forgive almost anything.  But take those two elements away, 
and the playing becomes tedious.  Boredom sets in, and the battle to sell the King of Instruments to 
the reluctant listener is lost.

Now let's turn to organ recitals.   I've gotten to the point where I won't engage an artist 
unless I've heard a live performance or gotten a strong recommendation from someone whose 
judgments I really trust.   It's that bad!   Just what is the matter with organ recitals?   Here are a few 
of the problems:

1.  Misunderstanding an audience:   I recently attended a program that was so far 
above the audience that I wondered if the artist had even thought of the people for whom 
he was playing.  Let's face it:  if one is going to play in Utica, NY, for an audience made 
up largely of people who don't have any particular affinity for organ music, then one had 
better make some effort toward understanding that audience's level of sophistication.  A 
Utica audience is not the same as a Manhattan audience, nor is it the kind of audience 
one would get at a conservatory or an A.G.O. convention.

2.  Poor programming for an instrument:  Why, for example, would one choose a 
program for an unaltered 1940's Austin that contained not one single piece for which 
that venerable organ is well suited?  Certainly there's a wealth of music that this massive 
instrument could do effectively, but it seemed that the artist I heard was thinking more of 
a modern historic copy than a stellar instrument of another era.   Nothing fit the organ! 
The cause of organ music lost out again:  at intermission, half of an already small 
audience left -- and this was an A.G.O. sponsored recital!

3. Failure to adjust to an unfamiliar instrument:    This came to mind at a recital 
where a third of the audience moved to the rear of the church for the second half.   Yes, 
the move did put them closer to the rear gallery trumpets, but at least it got them away 
from the deafening roar of full organ in the chancel.  The performer was obviously 
accustomed to playing  a very large instrument in a very large room.  I wondered if he 
had any idea of the mistake he was making in handling an instrument unlike his own.

4. Daunting program notes, written and spoken:   Artists who do this have forgotten 
the people they're talking to.  Just how many of those present have the slightest idea 
what “inverted counterpoint at the 5th” or the “proper execution of ornaments in the 
16th century” means?   Sometimes even those of us who hold multiple degrees in 



music don't know what the artist is talking about -- let alone those who've never heard of 
middle C.  Like the bunny who advertises batteries, these people just go on and on and 
on, unaware that a large percentage of the audience has been lost even before the music 
is heard.

5.  Too much music that should be left unplayed for general audiences:   One 
recitalist introduced several pieces as having been written by someone “who was, at his 
best, a third rate composer.”  Well, he proved his point.  This was third rate music that 
was neither intellectually nor emotionally stimulating.  In fact, it was downright tedious!  
On another program, I noticed a movement from a Widor symphony that wasn't 
familiar.  As the piece droned on and on, I knew why I hadn't heard it before:  it was 
Widor as his dullest!   Organ music lost out again.  Malaise was the clear winner.

6.  Lack of passion and emotional involvement:   The program looked good on 
paper.  After all, how could one go wrong with Bach's “Fantasy and Fugue in G 
Minor” or the Vierne “Westminster Carillon”?   And yet, this recital was among the 
most deadly I've ever attended.  People actually fell asleep during the Vierne and lost 
interest in the Bach.  Everything was accurate, and I'm sure Bach himself couldn't have 
been any more precise, but it was dull and absolutely devoid of spirit!    The organist at 
the college where this program was played said it best:  “Recitals like this really do 
untold damage to the cause of organ music.”

Look where we've come back to:  lack of passionate playing!  Maybe there's a connection 
between the opening two questions after all.   Students who play without passion will undoubtedly 
turn into practiced performers who play without passion.   In either case, the cause of the King of 
Instruments will suffer.   How sad!

It's easy to identify the problem, but it's harder to solve it.    Here are a few of my thoughts 
on remedies:

For teachers:   learn to teach passionate organ playing!  Find out how to make your students 
play with fire, with joy, with tears, with feelings.    To the skeptics, I say, yes, this is something that 
can be taught.   If you don't know how to do it, find someone who can show you!    A brilliant 
student clarinetist from the Czech Republic has been dazzling  audiences at the college where I 
teach with playing that is so expressive, so intense, so innately musical, that its effect is pure magic.  
When I asked how he had learned to do it, he spoke of playing while dancing, playing while 
walking, “throwing” notes back and forth to his teacher.   We organists can't dance as we play, but 
we can certainly work to bring our approach to the instrument in harmony with the emotion we're 
trying to project.  I could give you some ideas on teaching passion, but don't wait for a future 
article.   Get going on your own!   Now!



For recitalists, my suggestions are a more specific:  

1. Find out who you're playing for, and pick music accordingly.
2. Evalute the organ and acoustical setting where you're playing and choose music 

that at least has a chance of working in that venue.
3. Play SOMETHING that qualifies as a war horse.  After all, there's a reason those 

pieces are so well liked!  Leave home the obscure composer whose music you explored 
in your doctoral dissertation.  That's college lecture material, not music for general 
consumption.

4. Remember where your musical tastes were when you were a child, and realize that 
many in your audience have never progressed beyond that point.

5.  If you're going to include an avant garde work, pick a short one, and sandwich it 
between two pieces that everyone will actually like without having to “understand” them 
first.   

6.  Practice passion, excitement, drive, enthusiasm, emotion:  these MUST be your 
goals if you expect to build and keep an audience.    

I won't for a moment suggest that passionate playing will be always vital and effective:  
certainly passion can't make up for lack of practice, sloppy technique, or poor use of an instrument.   
But take the passion away, and a major part of the appeal of organ music is lost.   I can only plead 
with all who read this article:  learn the historical techniques, do the authentic fingerings, and play 
period instruments if you must.  But don't think that these things alone will put you in the forefront 
of effective organ playing, build an audience, or assure the survival of the King of Instruments.  Put 
not only your head into your music making, put your heart and soul into it as well!  
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